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How many of you have need of a breakthrough 
somewhere? Most of us, probably! As we were pray-
ing this month, a friend said that he needed a break-
through. We prayed for him, and felt Holy Spirit 
spoke to me that it is like a battering ram is neces-
sary to make an opening for the breakthrough to 
happen. 

As I was thinking on this, I realized that this is 
what we personally need in some areas. We can 
think of examples of peoples trying to get through a 
wall, and they use an object that is forceful, and just 
keep on ramming it until there is a crack, and then 
the opening gets larger, and entrance is made. How 
does that work in each of our lives? 

We had already begun using these things to 
bring breakthrough in various areas: 

 Worship and praise to the Lord 

 Prayer – all kinds including supplication 

 Declaring the Word that God speaks through 
Scripture, or in our ear, to bring victory, open-
ing, deliverance. 

 Thanksgiving for what we already have. 

 Checked to see if we have been obedient to 
do what we already know. 

 Shouting! Know this is powerful in the heav-
enlies. 

 Spent time just delighting ourselves in the 
Lord, and just being in His Presence. 

 Listening for the voice of the Lord. 

 Roger even got out the 
shofar and began to 
blow it to the north, 
south, east, and west. 

Our ministry name has been Ram’s Horn for 
about 27 years, and we now have another insight 
into that name. We used it as shofar is another 
name for a ram’s horn, and when it is blown in 
Scripture, it calls people’s attention to gather or to 
take precaution. When I got to searching more about 
an actual ram’s horn, I discovered that that horn is so 
shaped and created to be able to withstand the 
blows of battering, or battle, but also it is thick 
enough and shaped properly for the ram to clean off 
briars, cactus spines and pricks so that it may use 
the plant for food. It is offensive as well as defensive: 
breakthroughs of more than one kind! 

Just yesterday, I saw a post on Elijahlist.com by 
Todd Bentley on Breakthrough. It was exciting to 
see that most of what he wrote, we had been doing. 
He also shared wonderful passages that further our 
understanding: 2 Samuel 5:20; 2 Samuel 22:30. 
Check it out; it is really helpful. More verses with 
each key to breakthrough. His overlying premise is 
that there is no progress without resistance; the key 
to that power is WHO lives in us: Jesus! 

“Breakthrough can be defined as a moment in time 
when the impossible becomes possible … it happens 
when we take the first offensive step against the  
barriers in our life. Breakthrough happens when we 
say, ‘I’m going to trust that God is going to super-
naturally do the impossible.’ If you truly want to    
create a breakthrough in your life, take consistent 
and persistent steps daily to your dreams or goals.” 
Todd Bentley 

Just feel like the Lord is saying that in this time 
in history, we all need to step up and get on with all 

that we have been des-
tined to be since before 
the foundation of the 
world. Age is not a barrier; 
situations have solutions; 
His Word, Presence and 
Love go with us. 

   That all being said, this 
is exactly what we are  
trying to do! God has    
reminded us, showed us 
some things, and we are 
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again responding to a furtherance of a missions call. 
When we were in Florida in February, we had looked 
at some properties thinking maybe 
we’d rent for a couple of months the 
next  winter. No rentals, long waiting 
lists, and homes cost more than we 
could think of; laid down all the     
desires. 

But as I awoke the next morn-
ing, I saw in a vision – like ticker 
tape, a line from a prophetic word I recognized from 
the ‘90’s. “Roger and Myrna, I see God giving you 
land with water … see retired people getting new 
purpose; saw people with money coming.”  It was a 
shock, and we asked the Lord was there more of the 
word to be fulfilled. On coming home, checked my 
notebooks and found it was from May 1997 and   
another similar on June 25, 1998 – both given by 
reputable men of God. The second one said, “I’ll 
bring your vision to pass; it’s yet for an appointed 
time. People will catch blueprint and build it up.    
Establish a center of revival. Many people; great  
influence. On the coast, south. People will catch   
vision with you. New day of boldness and authority.” 
So, we have continued to ask the Lord what was not 
fulfilled on the south coast of the Baltic in Christ for 
the Nations, Poland.   

This work in Poland is in progress. But the line I 
saw that morning has NOT come to pass: retired 
people getting new purpose, no wealthy folks. Where 
we were looking in Florida fulfills the requirements, 
and the day we looked there, we were amazed as it 
simply “feels like home.” What is this all about, we 
thought.  

And then the next day, His Word in vision. We 
said then, “Lord, we are yours, and we willingly 
give our lives again to your plans, purposes, and 
vision. But we are completely (again) at your mercy 
as to how to do this; to bring to pass, but we will   
pursue the vision step by step. We DO know He has 
been training us for two years with a  
specific vision that people can catch to 
reach many as we’ve taught Kingdom 
Culture, and worked with Engage – a     
program for ordinary people to reach into 
the harvest field – same verse that called 
us to Belarus.  

Against all odds, a rental in this place came up 
for February and March! Looks like we can also have 
it for April. We bought an older, but nice, bigger 
camper to live in up in Minnesota for May-
September. We feel like God is moving on our behalf 
to find us a place to own in this spot which is in   
Englewood, FL. He has done miracles already in  
deposits to put down on the rental. The camper was 
less than we sold our little vintage for, but has air 
conditioning, furnace, etc. 

 

 

 

Breakthrough areas that you may join us in 
prayer for as described earlier! 

 Further deposits. 

 Prepare to give up our apartment; no permanent 
home in FL; no money to buy. 

 Sow into a strategic plan for seeing money 
come for a house, by faith. 

 Declare restoration of economic losses while we 
were serving God – economy down. 

 Return on investments for over 25 years      
overseas. 

 Return on money sowed to the poor there and 
to the jail ministry. 

 Fulfillment of all He desires – that we have faith, 
not presumption. 

 Wisdom in all things; courage. 
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We are truly excited, and we believe God will 
give energy, health, partners, plans, connections, 
BREAKTHROUGH! His Word to each of us is       
sufficient; HE IS ABLE! 

HE IS LOVE! Thanks for letting us share! May 
God give YOU breakthrough! 

 

                        Roger and Myrna 

 If you would like to give towards our ministry: 

 Mail: Ram’s Horn Ministry, P.O. Box 335, 

  River Falls, WI 54022 

  Online: www.abundantlifeonline.org and  

  click on the “Giving” tab. 
 

 Phone: 320-760-7666   


